Effect of taxane-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy on fibroglandular tissue volume and percent breast density in the contralateral normal breast evaluated by 3T MR The aim of this study was to evaluate the change of breast density in the normal breast of patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC). Forty-four breast cancer patients were studied. MRI acquisition was performed before treatment (baseline), and 4 and 12 weeks after treatment. A computer-algorithm-based program was used to segment breast tissue and calculate breast volume (BV), fibroglandular tissue volume (FV), and percent density (PD) (the ratio of FV over BV × 100%). The reduction of FV and PD after treatment was compared with baseline using paired t-tests with a Bonferroni-Holm correction. The association of density reduction with age was analyzed. FV and PD after NAC showed significant decreases compared with the baseline. FV was 110.0 ml (67.2, 189.8) (geometric mean (interquartile range)) at baseline, 104.3 ml (66.6, 164.4) after 4 weeks (p < 0.0001), and 94.7 ml (60.2, 144.4) after 12 weeks (comparison with baseline, p < 0.0001; comparison with 4 weeks, p = 0.016). PD was 11.2% (6.4, 22.4) at baseline, 10.6% (6.6, 20.3) after 4 weeks (p < 0.0001), and 9.7% (6.2, 17.9) after 12 weeks (comparison with baseline, p = 0.0001; comparison with 4 weeks, p = 0.018). Younger patients tended to show a higher density reduction, but overall correlation with age was only moderate (r = 0.28 for FV, p = 0.07, and r = 0.52 for PD, p = 0.0003). Our study showed that breast density measured from MR images acquired at 3T MR can be accurately quantified using a robust computer-aided algorithm based on non-parametric non-uniformity normalization (N3) and an adaptive fuzzy C-means algorithm. Similar to doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide regimens, the taxane-based NAC regimen also caused density atrophy in the normal breast and showed reduction in FV and PD. The effect of breast density reduction was age related and duration related.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the change of breast density in the normal breast of patients receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC). Forty-four breast cancer patients were studied. MRI acquisition was performed before treatment (baseline), and 4 and 12 weeks after treatment. A computer-algorithm-based program was used to segment breast tissue and calculate breast volume (BV), fibroglandular tissue volume (FV), and percent density (PD) (the ratio of FV over BV × 100%). The reduction of FV and PD after treatment was compared with baseline using paired t-tests with a Bonferroni-Holm correction. The association of density reduction with age was analyzed. FV and PD after NAC showed significant decreases compared with the baseline. FV was 110.0 ml (67.2, 189.8) (geometric mean (interquartile range)) at baseline, 104.3 ml (66.6, 164.4) after 4 weeks (p < 0.0001), and 94.7 ml (60.2, 144.4) after 12 weeks (comparison with baseline, p < 0.0001; comparison with 4 weeks, p = 0.016). PD was 11.2% (6.4, 22.4) at baseline,
INTRODUCTION
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) can induce tumor shrinkage, improve operability, and increase the rate of breast-conserving surgery (1) . NAC may also potentially eradicate small breast cancer foci in the contralateral breast, but a more important risk reduction mechanism may come from ovarian suppression (2, 3) , namely, chemotherapy-induced amenorrhea (CIA). Observational studies have reported that chemotherapy can result in 30%-70% reduction in the risk of developing contralateral breast cancer (4-7). The benefit can last over 10 years after diagnosis (3) . In a recent report by the Early Breast Cancer Trialists'
Collaborative Group (8) that included 194 randomized treatment trials, it was found that chemotherapy can decrease risk of developing contralateral breast cancer in women younger than 50 years, but not among women over 50 years old. However, it is difficult to provide accurate assessment of chemotherapyrelated protection effects due to the lack of quantitative biomarkers. Estrogen, which is mainly secreted by the ovary in premenopausal women, is known to be a powerful mitotic agent as well as a proliferation and growth factor inductor (9) . A recent study showed that endogenous hormones were positively correlated with breast density in premenopausal women (10) . The effect of chemotherapy on the histological changes of the normal breast tissue, possibly due to the reduced secretion of endogenous hormones in women with ovarian suppression, has been elaborated. These changes include reduction of the lobular acini, lobular sclerosis, and the attenuation of the lobular/ductal epithelium (11) . Signs of cell proliferation are absent and there is no mitotic activity. These findings provide the pathological basis of breast density reduction following NAC. Both breast density and circulating estrogen are known as independent risk factors associated with the development of breast cancer (12) . Density reduction in the contralateral breast following NAC due to ovarian suppression may therefore potentially be used as a biomarker to assess future cancer risk.
The extent of ovarian suppression due to NAC is related to a patient's age, the specific chemotherapy agents and the total administered dose (13) . Among the wide variety of NAC regimens being used, alkylating agents, e.g. the combination regimen of oral CMF (cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil), are associated with a high risk of ovarian failure (14) . Only a few studies have investigated ovarian function in women treated with taxane-based chemotherapy (15) (16) (17) .
NAC-induced density reduction can be evaluated with imaging modalities. Breast density analyzed based on two dimensional (2D) mammography suffers from the problem of overlapping tissues and does not provide a true volumetric measurement. MRI provides a three-dimensional (3D) view of the breast with strong soft tissue contrast; hence it may provide a more precise volumetric measurement with which to evaluate the change of breast density following therapy. 2D mammographic measurements of density are usually higher than those of corresponding 3D MR density values. This difference may be due to the inherent problem of overlapping tissues that affect density measurements made by 2D mammography.
Only a few studies have reported breast density measurement using MRI (12, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . A 3D MRI density method with high reproducibility and small measurement variation has been reported (18, 19) . The method therefore is useful for measurement of breast density over time. In most other studies breast segmentation was performed using preset criteria for consistency. These studies did not aim to develop a reliable method for any individual or for longitudinal measurements. A study by Eng-Wong et al. (20) found that, in premenopausal women at increased risk for breast cancer who were receiving raloxifene, mean mammographic density did not show statistically significant changes but mean MR breast density showed significant reduction. Based on the results it was suggested that MR breast density is more sensitive for detecting small changes, thus it may provide a promising surrogate biomarker and should be investigated further.
The reduction of breast density in MRI, acquired at 1.5T MR, in NAC patients receiving doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide (AC) followed by taxane-based regimens has been previously investigated. Significant density reduction was shown after initial treatment with one to two cycles of AC regimen (27) . In that study, taxane treatment was given after AC, and further significant density reduction during taxane regimen was not observed. Because a great reduction in density had already occurred during the AC regimen, the effect of taxane on the change of breast tissue could not be evaluated.
Due to the concern of cardiac toxicity of AC, taxane-based regimens have become more widely used as the first-line NAC regimen for breast cancer. The availability of this new NAC protocol allowed us to examine the effect of taxane-based drugs on changes in breast tissue. The purpose of this study was to investigate the change of breast density at 4 weeks and 12 weeks after starting taxane-based NAC regimens by using a quantitative volumetric method applied to 3D MR images acquired by 3T MR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
This study was approved by the institutional review board and complied with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Over a period of three years (June 2008 and June 2011), 55 patients with biopsy-proven breast cancer gave written informed consent to participate in the NAC treatment study and receive MRI for response monitoring. Only patients who had completed MRI studies at three times, before treatment and after 4 and 12 weeks of treatment, were included in this analysis. Eleven patients were excluded, including the following: two did not have a baseline MRI before starting chemotherapy, five had only one follow-up MRI at 4 weeks, and one had only one follow-up MRI at 12 weeks. Of the remaining 44 patients (age range 28-82; mean age 47 years, median age 48 years), 29 patients were 50 years old or less and 15 were more than 50 years old. The histologic tumor types included 37 invasive ductal carcinomas (IDCs), four invasive lobular carcinomas (ILCs), two IDCs with lobular features, and one IDC with squamous metaplasia. Sixteen of the 44 patients were Her-2À, 25 were Her-2+, and three had no report of Her-2 status. Twenty-five patients had estrogen receptor (ER) positive cancers while 19 patients had ER negative cancers. Among the 44 patients reported in this study, 30 of them had been included in a study (28) . However, the design and purpose of these two studies were completely different. The purpose of the previous study was to assess how the molecular biomarker status of breast cancer, including Her-2, hormonal receptor, and the proliferation marker Ki-67, affects MR diagnosis.
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy protocol
Each patient received a taxane-based regimen, which included weekly paclitaxel and carboplatin, in combination with weekly trastuzumab for Her-2+ patients or biweekly bevacizumab for Her-2À patients.
MRI acquisition
The MRI acquired at 3T was performed on a Philips Achieva scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, Netherlands) with a J.-H. CHEN ET AL.
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/nbm dedicated, sensitivity encoding (SENSE)-enabled, bilateral fourchannel breast coil. The precontrast non-fat-suppressed sequence was acquired with a 2D turbo spin echo with repetition time T R = 800 ms, echo time T E = 8.6 ms, flip angle = 90°, matrix size = 480 × 480, field of view (FOV) = 31-38 cm, and slice thickness = 2 mm. In the 3T Philips system, a setting called 'CLEAR' (Constant Level Appearance) was mandatory in all 'SENSE' enabled scans to increase the uniformity of each image.
The bilateral axial dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) was acquired using a 3D gradient-echo, fat-suppressed sequence with FOV = 31-36 cm, acquisition slice thickness = 2 mm, reconstructed slice thickness = 1 mm, slice overlap=1 mm, image matrix 480 × 480, T R /T E = 6.2/1.26 ms, flip angle = 12°, number of signal average (NSA) =1, SENSE-factor = 2. Seven dynamic frames, including two pre-enhanced and five post-enhanced, were acquired. The imaging temporal resolution was 1 min 38 s for each frame. In this study only the non-contrast T 1W images without fat suppression were used for measurement of breast density.
MR-based breast density analysis
Breast and fibroglandular tissue segmentation was performed using a modified published method (18, 19) by a research assistant (W.-F. Pan) with a background in radiological technology and medical imaging and one year of experience in segmenting breast MR images. This method has small measurement errors, with an intra-operator variation of 2.8% and an inter-operator variation of 3.8% (18) . The measurement variation caused by body position is in the range of 3%-4% (18) .
Before performing segmentation, the operator viewed the entire axial T 1W image dataset and determined the superior and inferior boundaries of the breast (the beginning and ending slices) by comparing the thickness of breast fat with that of body fat. Non-breast subcutaneous fat on the chest typically displays a homogenous thickness across the chest wall, which was used to determine the boundaries of the breast.
The breast segmentation procedures consisted of the following. (1) A coronal cut was performed to exclude the thoracic region. Depending on the morphology of the breast, a transverse line was drawn along the posterior margin of each individual subject's sternum. If some fibroglandular tissues were not included, the horizontal line was lowered, up to 35 mm posterior from the original sternum landmark. This was done to ensure that the analyzed breast region was consistent, and that the entire fibroglandular tissue was contained within the segmented breast. (2) Fuzzy-C-means (FCM) clustering and B-spline curve fitting were applied to obtain the breast-chest boundary. In this step, the operator checked each slice and determined if the pectoralis muscle had been removed adequately. If not, the operator had to modify the boundary manually. (3) A novel method based on non-parametric non-uniformity normalization (N3) and an adaptive FCM algorithm (19) was used to remove the strong intensity non-uniformity and correct the bias field for segmentation of fibroglandular tissue and fatty tissue. Bias field is an undesirable signal caused by inhomogeneities in the magnetic field. The N3 algorithm is a fully automatic histogram-based method, and is a popular correction method widely used in the literature (29) . The N3 algorithm is able to reduce the bias field while avoiding the problem of generating erroneous contrast. (4) Dynamic searching was applied to exclude the skin along the breast boundary. (5) The standard FCM algorithm was applied to classify all pixels on the image. The default setting was to use a total of six clusters, three for fibroglandular tissue, and three for fatty tissues. In recent years we had applied the segmentation method to many other studies and found that using N = 6, 3 for fibroglandular and 3 for fatty tissues was the optimal setting that could achieve satisfactory results in many different types of MR image acquired using different pulse sequences and different scanners. After completing the process, the dense tissue ROI was mapped onto the original MRI and the operator went through the images slice by slice to inspect the segmentation quality by comparing the segmented images with the original non-segmented images. If the quality analyzed using this setting was not satisfactory, the operator could choose to use a different cluster number, typically by decreasing the total cluster number from six to five, with two or three clusters as the dense tissue. The reason why the segmentation worked with a given cluster size for one patient but not for another was most likely the difference of breast tissue compositions and tissue contrast subject to subject. The segmentation setting and parameters used for the baseline MRI study of a patient were used for all her follow-up MRI studies, so the calculated percent change was not affected by different settings.
To ensure accurate segmentation, the operators checked the segmented images slice by slice and compared with the original non-segmented T 1WI . In case of segmentation error(s), several strategies were used for the correction (30) . These errors included fatty tissue mistakenly segmented as fibroglandular tissue because of incomplete bias field correction, inclusion of nipple, and incomplete segmentation of fibroglandular tissue because of partial volume effect. Strategies that were applied for error correction included the following: (a) further improvements were made in field inhomogeneity correction; (b) the breast region was resegmented by using a different landmark; (c) nipple exclusion was redone using computer algorithms; (d) the local contrast was changed; and (e) the FCM cluster setting was changed for segmentation (30) . Quantitative breast volume (BV), fibroglandular tissue volume (FV), and percent density (PD, calculated as the ratio of FV over BV × 100%), were obtained. The analysis of the whole set of images for both breasts of a subject, including the corrections, could be completed in 45 min.
Statistical analysis
We applied the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality to FV and PD values measured at each time point. Because statistically significant differences from normality were observed for the distributions of values measured at baseline and at 4 and 12 weeks of treatment, the natural log transformation was applied to FV and PD values. There were no significant differences from normality for the distributions of log transformed FV values measured at baseline (p = 0. Independent sample t-tests were applied to compare baseline mean values of the natural log of FV and PD between pre-and post-menopausal women, ER+ and ERÀ cancer, and Her-2+ versus Her-2À cancer. The Bonferroni-Holm method of multiple comparisons was applied to maintain an overall significance level of 0.05 for each outcome. Using the Bonferroni-Holm method, for each outcome variable k = 3 tests were performed and the unadjusted p-values (p i ) were ordered from smallest to largest. For a significance level of 0.05, if p i ≤ 0.05/(k -i + 1) then one can conclude that there is a statistically significant difference for the ith test. If p i > 0.05/(k -i + 1) then one can conclude that there is insufficient evidence of a statistically significant difference for the ith test. Paired t-tests were applied to examine the mean difference from baseline in transformed values of FV and PD at 4 weeks and at 12 weeks, and the mean difference in transformed values of FV and PD measured at 4 versus 12 weeks. Paired t-tests also were utilized to evaluate the percent reduction of FV and PD measured during (4 weeks of treatment) and after NAC (12 weeks of treatment) compared with the baseline.
Using independent sample t-tests, the percent reduction in FV and PD from baseline to 12 weeks was compared for ER+ versus ERÀ cancer, Her-2+ versus Her-2À cancer, and clinical complete response and/or pathological complete response (CCR/pCR) versus non-(CCR/pCR). The Bonferroni-Holm method of multiple comparisons was applied to maintain an overall significance level of 0.05 for each outcome. Pearson's correlation was used to investigate the association of FV and PD reduction with age.
RESULTS
Breast density before and after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
The baseline MRI was analyzed to compare FV and PD between the pre-and post-menopausal women; and between women with different biomarker statuses ( Table 1 ). All means reported are geometric means unless otherwise noted. The FV of the pre-menopausal women (≤50, N = 29) was significantly higher than that of the peri-and post-menopausal women (>50, N = 15) (134.4 ml versus 74.7 ml, nominal p = 0.0017). PD was also significantly higher in pre-menopausal women than the post-menopausal women (14.7% versus 6.6%, p = 0.0017). ER+ cancer did not show significant differences in either FV or PD compared with ERÀ cancer FV and PD were measured at baseline and at two follow-up MRI studies for each patient, and the percent reduction at 4 and 12 weeks was calculated with respect to baseline values. Table 2 shows group averages for FV and PD from three MRI studies and the mean percent reduction of FV and PD calculated from follow-up MRI studies compared with the baseline. FV was 110.0 ml (67.2, 189.8) (geometric mean (interquartile range)) at baseline and 104.3 ml (66.6, 164.4) after 4 weeks (paired t-test, nominal p < 0.0001), and showed a further decrease to 94.7 ml (60.2, 144.4) after 12 weeks (paired t-test for comparison with baseline, nominal p < 0.0001; paired t-test for comparison with 4 weeks, nominal p = 0.016). PD was 11.2% (6.4, 22.4) at baseline and 10.6% (6.6, 20.3) after 4 weeks (paired t-test, nominal p < 0.0001), and showed a further decrease to 9.7% (6.2, 17.9) after 12 weeks (paired t-test for comparison with baseline, nominal p = 0.0001; paired t-test for comparison with 4 weeks, nominal p = 0.018).
The percent reduction of FV and PD was correlated with the baseline FV and PD. Moderate correlation was noted in all of the analyses (percent reduction of FV versus baseline FV, r = 0.41, p = 0.006; percent reduction of FV versus baseline PD, r = 0.39, p = 0.009; percent reduction of PD versus baseline PD, r = 0.50, p = 0.0005).
Association of density reduction with age
The age effect on the percent reduction of FV and PD after 12 weeks NAC was studied. Younger patients were more likely to show a higher density reduction. The overall correlation with age was significant for reduction of PD (r = 0.52, p = 0.0003) but not significant for reduction of FV (r = 0.28, wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/nbm p = 0.07), as illustrated in Fig. 1. Figs 2-5 show examples of three pre-menopausal women with remarkable FV reduction after NAC, and one post-menopausal woman with a smaller reduction in FV.
Density reduction versus biomarker status
Overall, women harboring ER+ cancer (N = 25) did not show a statistically significant difference in the percent reduction of FV and PD after 12 weeks NAC compared with baseline, for measurements made in their contralateral normal breasts, compared with women with ERÀ cancer (N = 19) (mean ± SD 14.8 ± 13.3% versus 9.6 ± 17.6%, nominal p = 0.26 for FV; 13.1 ± 17.0% versus 9.0 ± 21.4%, nominal p = 0.26 for PD). The percent reduction of FV and PD after NAC also did not differ significantly between women with Her-2+ cancer and women with Her-2À breast cancer (9.7 ± 17.1% versus 14.9 ± 13.2%, p = 0.28 for FV; and 10.8 ± 23.9% versus 11.7 ± 16.0%, p = 0.88 for PD) ( Table 3) .
Density reduction versus baseline tumor size and tumor response
The percent reduction of FV and PD after 12 weeks NAC treatment was correlated with the pre-treatment tumor size (range = 1.5-15 cm, mean ± SD =5.3 ± 2.8 cm) but no significant correlation was noted (r = 0.18, p = 0.24 for FV reduction and r = 0.36, p = 0.02 for PD reduction). Of the 44 patients, 16 patients (nine pre-and seven post-menopausal) achieved CCR/pCR; 28 patients (20 pre-and eight post-menopausal) were non-(CCR/ pCR) (still showing remarkably enhanced residual tumor in DCE-MRI). When comparing the percent reduction of FV and PD in these two groups (CCR/pCR versus non-(CCR/pCR)), no statistically significant difference was noted (7.1 ± 15.0% versus 15.7 ± 15.0%, nominal p = 0.07 for the comparison of % FV reduction; 8.4 ± 22.7% versus 13.0 ± 16.6%, nominal p = 0.44 for the comparison of % PD reduction) ( Table 3) . 
DISCUSSION
The risk of contralateral second breast cancer rates ranges from 10% to 15% at 15 years after treatment and is even higher for longer-term survivors (31, 32) . Factors associated with the increased risk of contralateral breast cancer are not fully understood. Lifestyle and reproductive factors (33) , as well as genetic factors (34) , are involved in the etiology. Breast cancer survivors are considered as high risk. In addition to regular screening and hormonal therapy (for patients with hormonal positive cancer), they may also choose prophylactic approaches to reduce risks of contralateral second breast cancer (35) . A purpose of developing robust markers for predicting the risk of contralateral second breast cancer is to assist patients in choosing the most appropriate risk reduction strategies. In this study we used 3D MR images, acquired at 3T, to evaluate the breast density reduction in the contralateral normal breast following taxane-based NAC treatment. A previous study (27) has shown that the reduction of breast density, measured from MR images acquired at 1.5T, following NAC treatment with AC can be quantified based on an FCM method. Although 3T MRI can provide images of high signalto-noise ratio and high spatial resolution (36), the potential high field inhomogeneity may compromise the image quality (37) (38) (39) , and make the segmentation of fibroglandular tissue inaccurate. With the newly developed computer-aided algorithm based on N3+FCM (19) , it was, however, noted that the fibroglandular tissue segmentation could be accurately performed in most women.
Mammographic density is an independent risk factor for breast cancer, and there is also evidence suggesting that a change in density is associated with altered cancer risk (40) (41) (42) (43) . In one report it was found that an increase in BI-RADS density category within 3 years was associated with an increase in breast cancer risk; and a decrease in density associated with a decreased risk (42) . Recently Cuzick et al. showed that, in highrisk patients receiving tamoxifen for chemoprevention, only women experiencing a 10% or greater reduction in breast density benefited from a protective effect of the therapy, with 63% reduction in breast cancer risk, whereas those showing less than a 10% reduction in breast density had no risk reduction compared with placebo (43) . Based on these results, the density reduction in the normal breast of NAC patients may be used as a surrogate marker for predicting the protective effect of chemotherapy to decrease contralateral cancer risk.
Evaluation of breast density change following NAC has seldom been studied. In a previous study it was shown that patients receiving AC plus taxane NAC showed reduction of breast density. The reduction effects were already significant after initial treatment with one to two cycles of an AC regimen (27) . It was also found that density reduction is associated with the ages of patients, suggesting that the effect is mediated through the suppression of ovarian function (27) . Since taxane is usually given after AC in most oncological practice, the sole effect of taxane on ovarian function is difficult to assess. With our current new NAC protocol based on a taxane regimen, in this study we found that the taxane treatment also causes decreased density, but its effect is not as strong as that caused by an AC regimen. We found mean reductions of 4.3% in FV and 4.1% in PD after 4 weeks of taxane, which were less than the mean density reduction of 8.0% following one to two cycles of AC (27) . The results suggest that the effect of taxane on the suppression of ovarian function was not as acute as that of AC. After 12 weeks of taxane treatments, the mean reduction was 12.2% in FV and 11.1% in PD, which were comparable to the 11.3% density reduction after four cycles of AC at 8 weeks (27) . Overall, although the group analysis from our study has shown reductions in FV and PD following NAC treatment, there were still some subjects who showed paradoxical findings of increased FV (N = 9) and increased PD (N = 11). Upon further examination of data from these subjects, it was noted that eight of the 11 women showed an increased PD. This was due to the decrease of breast volume after NAC compared with the baseline breast volume, which resulted in the "false increase" of PD. In longitudinal breast MRI studies, such as ours, the variation of breast positioning of the same patient time to time, although carefully handled, can always be a source of error for calculating PD. The mild increase of FV after NAC, found in nine women, might have been due to the fact that we did not control the timing of breast MRI studies. This might cause inconsistent measurement of FV during menstrual cycle.
In our study we have found that women 50 years old or less had significantly higher FV and PD than women more than 50 years old. The results were consistent with a previous study showing that FV and PD are age dependent (44) . In the analysis of density reduction with age, we found a significant trend of higher reduction of PD (r = 0.52, p = 0.0003) in younger patients, which was consistent with previous findings in patients undergoing AC treatment (27) . If the density reduction was from the direct damage to the breast tissue due to chemotherapy, the percent reduction should not have been dependent on age; therefore, a more plausible explanation was that the observed density reduction was due to decreased systemic hormones from the damage to the ovary, which is more pronounced in younger patients. The reduction of FV was, however, not significantly correlated with age (r = 0.28, p = 0.07).
In this study we also investigated the difference of baseline PD and density reduction following NAC between women harboring ER+ and ERÀ cancers. Our results were consistent with those of a previous study (45) that showed no significant differences in breast density between ER+ and ERÀ patients. We found that women with ER+ cancer showed more remarkable reductions of FV and PD in their contralateral breasts than women with ERÀ cancer. However, the observed differences were not statistically significantly different. Recent studies have shown that endogenous hormones affect density in premenopausal women, and there was a positive association between estrogen levels and breast density (10, 46) . The association between serum sex hormones and premenopausal breast cancer risk was inconclusive (47) . The difference of endogenous hormonal level between ER+ and ERÀ cancer in premenopausal women has not been previously reported. Findings from a study of postmenopausal women with breast cancer, however, found that women with ERÀ/PRÀ breast cancers had lower circulating levels of all measured sex steroid hormones than women with ER+/PR+ breast cancers (48) . Women of Her-2+ and Her-2À cancers, although receiving different NAC treatment combinations, one with trastuzumab and the other with bevacizumab, also did not show differences in density reduction following NAC. The results suggested that the density reduction might mainly come from the ovarian suppression effect of the taxane regimen, and may not be related to the molecular target regimens.
In this study, we also assessed the correlation between baseline tumor size and tumor response with the reduction of FV and PD in the contralateral normal breast. The growth of breast cancer demands tumor angiogenesis. Studies comparing mammary arteries supplying bilateral breasts have found that the breast harboring breast cancer showed remarkably more prominent vascular supply than the contralateral normal breast (49) (50) (51) . The increase of ipsilateral breast vascularity is associated with tumor size (49, 50) . When receiving NAC, a larger tumor and its harboring breast may receive more chemotherapy regimens, which results in relatively less delivery of chemotherapy regimens to the contralateral normal breast. If a direct toxic effect exists, there should be an inverse correlation of baseline tumor size with reduction of FV and PD. However, the results from our study did not provide strong evidence to support this assumption. Similarly, women with CCR/pCR presumably have more effective blood flow and chemotherapy regimen delivery into the tumor and the diseased breast, hence less reduction of FV and PD in the contralateral normal breast, than patients with non-(CCR/pCR). Our results showed that women with non-(CCR/ pCR) had greater reduction of FV and PD, on average, than women with CCR/pCR, but the difference was not statistically significant. This study had limitations. Here we only evaluated breast density change in women receiving NAC treatment. The study could be considerably strengthened by including information about cancer recurrence and breast cancer survival rate. We studied a small number of cases, prohibiting us from further analysis of the differences in mean density reduction in women with different density types. In some women with fatty breast and low breast density, it was difficult to perform accurate density segmentation, and this might have made the longitudinal evaluation of the density changes unreliable. In this study, despite the fact that the observed density reduction following NAC was small, statistical analysis has demonstrated the significance of our results. However, we acknowledge that our results may be confounded by two factors. First, the 3D MR density method had small measurement variation (<5%). Second, due to various factors such as patient convenience and/or preferences, we did not schedule breast MRI according to the timing of menstrual cycles, which could affect density measurements due to the fluctuation in breast density over the menstrual cycle.
In conclusion, the results from our study showed that NAC using taxane-based regimens also had a similar effect on the reduction of FV and PD as did AC, and the effect was age related and duration related. The currently used computer-aided algorithm based on N3+FCM was able to quantify the reduction of breast density measured from MR images acquired at 3T MR. For patients with cancer in one breast, the risk of developing another cancer in the contralateral breast is increased, thus these patients are followed as a high-risk population. Since quantitative measures of FV and PD can be obtained on MRI, the reduction of these two parameters after NAC may potentially be used as imaging biomarkers to correlate with future cancer risk occurring in the contralateral normal breast.
